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Abstract

We present the architecture and implementation of a
Grid resource broker and job submission service, designed
to be as independent as possible of the Grid middleware
used on the resources. The overall architecture comprises
seven general components and a few conversion and in-
tegration points where all middleware-specific issues are
handled. The implementation is based on state-of-the-art
Grid and Web services technology as well as existing and
emerging standards (WSRF, JSDL, GLUE, WS-Agreement).
Features provided by the service include advance reserva-
tions and a resource selection process based on a priori
estimations of the total time to delivery for the applica-
tion, including a benchmark-based prediction of the execu-
tion time. The general service implementation is based on
the Globus Toolkit 4. For test and evaluation, plugins and
format converters are provided for use with the NorduGrid
ARC middleware.

1. Introduction

The resource broker and job submission components are
vital for any Grid computing infrastructure, as their func-
tionality and performance to a large extent determine the
user’s experience of the Grid. In all, these components have
to identify, characterize, evaluate, select, and allocate the
resources best suited for a particular application. The bro-
kering problem is complicated by the heterogeneous and
distributed nature of the Grid as well as the differing char-
acteristics of different applications. To further complicate
matters, the broker typically lacks total control and even
complete knowledge of the state of the resources.

Typically, resource brokers are closely integrated with,
or at least heavily dependent on, some particular Grid mid-
dleware, with popular solutions ranging from brokering
components being part of the job submission client to cen-

tralized Grid-schedulers not that different from traditional
batch system schedulers [16, 7, 20, 15, 5, 13]. Hence, it is
normally non-trivial to migrate a broker from one middle-
ware to another, or to adjust it to simultaneously work with
resources running different middlewares.

This contribution presents an architecture and an imple-
mentation of a general service for Grid resource brokering
and job submission. The service is general in the sense
that it can be used with different Grid middlewares, with
middleware-specific issues concentrated to minor compo-
nents. These components are used for format conversions
in interactions with clients and information systems as well
as for middleware-specific interaction with resources.

The proposed broker and job submission service rely
heavily on Grid and Web services standards, including
JSDL, WSRF, WS-Agreement, and GLUE (see Section 2),
and are implemented using Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4) [10].
Middleware-specific interfaces are provided for the Nor-
duGrid ARC software [8, 14], which is based on the Globus
Toolkit 2 (GT2). Tests and evaluation have been performed
on SweGrid [18] and NorduGrid [14] resources.

The brokering scenario addressed by our solution is a
decentralized broker that acts on behalf of the user in order
to allocate the resources that best fulfill the user’s request.
Hence, the broker does not take any globally controlling
role and works independently of any other broker or job
submission software interfacing the same resources. All de-
cisions made by the broker are based on the user’s requests
and the information (including negotiation) it extracts from
the resources and information services. Notably, the bro-
ker may be used simultaneously by multiple users, but the
brokering scenario remains as described above.

The broker aims at identifying the set of resources that
minimizes the Total Time to Delivery (TTD), or part thereof,
for each individual job submission [9]. In order to do this,
the broker makes an a priori estimation of the whole or
parts of the TTD for all resources of interest before making
the selection. The TTD estimation includes performing a
benchmark-based execution time estimation, estimating file
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transfer times, and performing advance reservations of re-
sources in order to obtain a guaranteed batch-queue waiting
time. For resources not providing all information required
or a reservation capability, less accurate estimations are per-
formed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces some standards and technologies used, Section 3
gives an in-depth description of the system and Section 4
describes the resource selection algorithms used. Section 5
illustrates the integration of the system with an existing
Grid middleware, whereas sections 6 and 7 contain a per-
formance evaluation and conclusions, respectively.

2. Background and standards used

The presented brokering and job submission architecture
makes extensive use of existing and proposed Grid and Web
service standards not only for interaction with other compo-
nents but also internally. The most important standards used
are briefly presented below.

2.1. JSDL

The Job Submission Description Language (JSDL) pro-
posed by the Global Grid Forum (GGF) describes the con-
figuration of computational jobs and their requirements on
the resources that executes them. It is the result of the JSDL
working group’s attempts to create a standardized job de-
scription language, simplifying interoperability between ex-
isting resource management systems [3].

In our contribution, the JSDL is used to express job re-
quests sent to the job submission module by clients.

2.2. WSRF

The Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) [11],
defines a relationship between stateful resources and Web
services. This relationship is modelled using a construct
called a WS-Resource. An endpoint reference addresses
a Web service, and may also identify one of the WS-
Resources associated with that service.

The WSRF consists of five specifications, including the
following. WS-ResourceProperties defines the type and
value of the WS-Resource’s state as viewable through a
Web service interface. The WS-ResourceLifetime specifi-
cation defines lifecycle management of WS-Resources, in-
cluding creation and destruction (immediate or scheduled
for later). WS-BaseFault defines a base type for fault han-
dling in Web services, which increases consistency.

In our work, WSRF, and more specifically, WS-
Resources are used to represent jobs and reservations
(agreements). Information about submitted jobs and created
reservations is modelled using WS-ResourceProperties.

The lifetime management mechanisms defined in WS-
ResourceLifetime are used to implement soft-state, two-
phase reservations. WS-BaseFault is used for error mes-
sages.

2.3. WS-Agreement

WS-Agreement is a GGF standard proposal, which
makes it possible for an agreement initiator and an agree-
ment provider to enter an agreement. This agreement spec-
ifies service level objectives associated with the use of one
or more Web services. The WS-Agreement standard does
not specify any domain-specific terms describing the ser-
vice level objectives, but is rather intended for use with any
type of Web service. Service domain-specific terms are ex-
pected to be added in extensions for each service domain of
interest [2].

The basic operation of WS-Agreement is straightfor-
ward. Initially, the agreement initiator retrieves an agree-
ment template (prefilled contract) from the agreement
provider. The initiator fills out the relevant parameters in
the template and sends the resulting agreement offer in a re-
quest to the agreement provider. Upon granting the offer,
the agreement provider creates a WS-Resource represent-
ing the agreement, and returns an endpoint reference to this
WS-Resource to the agreement initiator.

The AgreementFactory porttype stores the agreement
templates and exposes an operation for requesting an agree-
ment. The Agreement porttype exposes no operation, it
only holds the WS-Resources modelling created agree-
ments. A third porttype, the AgreementState, is used to
monitor the fulfillment of the agreement. Notably, WS-
Agreement neither defines a protocol for agreement nego-
tiation, nor states how agreements should be signed.

In our work, WS-Agreement is used to negotiate and rep-
resent advance reservations for batch systems.

2.4. GLUE

The Grid Laboratory Uniform Environment (GLUE)
project [1] defines an information model for describing Grid
resources, targeting core services such as resource discov-
ery and monitoring. Resource discovery services benefit
from an extensive list of resource characteristics. For mon-
itoring, state information describing load and availability is
defined. The GLUE model (version 1.2) describes com-
puting elements, storage elements, and mappings relating
these. The GLUE project targets a model usable by differ-
ent technologies. Current implementations include LDAP
schemas for GT2 and XML schemas for GT4.

In our job submission service, the GLUE format is used
to represent resource information gathered during resource
discovery.
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3. Architecture

The proposed brokering and job submission framework
is based on a general architecture with seven components
and an implementation of the WS-Agreement specification.
The framework is complemented with a job submission
client and some middleware-specific components, currently
available for the NorduGrid ARC middleware.

The job submission service itself is implemented using
GT4 [19, 10], and does, just like GT4, make extensive use
of Axis [4]. Presently, plugins for reservations are imple-
mented for the Maui scheduler [12].

Below we give an architecture overview, followed by
more detailed descriptions of each of the modules, includ-
ing some discussions on design considerations.

3.1. Overview

The job submission module consists of seven compo-
nents: the InformationFinder performs resource discovery
and retrieves resource information; the Broker performs
resource selection; the Reserver negotiates advance reser-
vations; the DataManager handles file transfers; the Dis-
patcher sends job requests to the resource; the Submitter
coordinates the work of the five first modules and finally the
JobSubmissionService which stores information about sub-
mitted jobs and provides a Web service interface to the job
submission module. In addition to these components, there
is a user client for sending job requests to the JobSubmis-
sionService. The system also includes an implementation
of the WS-Agreement specification, hosted on the Grid re-
source.

Figure 1 gives an overview of the modules. Their inter-
actions and main operations are the following. Upon receiv-
ing a job request from the client, the JobSubmissionService
passes the job description along with any optional parame-
ters to the Submitter. The Submitter first invokes the Broker
to validate the job description. Then, the InformationFinder
is used to retrieve a list of available Grid resources. After
receiving this list, the Submitter calls the Broker to filter
out unsuitable resources and to rank the suitable ones. The
ranking procedure may include creating advance reserva-
tions, which is handled by the Reserver. If required, the
DataManager is then invoked to stage input files. Then, the
Submitter uses the Dispatcher to submit the job to the se-
lected resource and returns the obtained job identifier to the
JobSubmissionService.

The JobSubmissionService creates a stateful resource
(WS-Resource) storing information associated with the job.
In the final step, the job identifier is returned to the client.

Job submission module

User

Client

JSDL & GLUE

JSDL

JSDL

GLUE

Grid resource

WSAG

e.g, LDAP

e.g. RSL

e.g. GridFTP

Submitter

InformationFinder

DataManager

Broker

Reserver

JobSubmissionService

Dispatcher

WS-Agreement

Job submission client

JSDL converter

JSDL

JSDL

JSDL

e.g. RSL

Figure 1. Architecture overview showing
components, hosts, and information flow.
The boxes show the modules and the dashed
lines denote the different hosts.

3.2. Modules

This section presents the finer details of the modules in
the system.

JobSubmissionService. The JobSubmissionService is the
only component in the job submission module accessible
by clients. It exposes one operation, SubmitJob, through
its Web service interface. The parameters for this operation
are the JSDL job description, and optionally, a document
describing the user’s job preferences and/or a list of URLs
of index servers, e.g., GT2 GIISes or GT4 Index Services,
to contact during resource discovery.

Notably, the JobSubmissionService does not expose any
other operation than job submission. Further job manage-
ment, such as job monitoring and control are beyond the
scope of this service. The JobSubmissionService stores
stateful information about each submitted job, including the
job identifier, the job description and, if applicable, infor-
mation about an advance reservation created for the job.

A WS-Resource is created for each successfully submit-
ted job, with job information stored as resource properties.
By querying the resource properties, other job management
tools can retrieve the job identifier in order to monitor and
control the execution of the job.

As the JobSubmissionService typically is invoked by a
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user, a job submission client is provided. The arguments
to the client include those passed in a job request to the
JobSubmissionService, i.e., the mandatory job description
and the optional job preferences document and index server
URLs. In addition to these parameters, a user can spec-
ify which JobSubmissionService to contact. The client sup-
ports a plugin structure enabling translations to JSDL from
any native job description language preferred by the user.

InformationFinder. The purpose of the InformationFinder
is to discover what Grid resources are available and to re-
trieve more detailed information about each resource. The
input to this module is a list of index server URLs.

The InformationFinder first performs resource discov-
ery by querying each index server, which due to their hi-
erarchical organization may require some recursive invoca-
tions. Then, each identified resource is queried in more de-
tail. Both static and dynamic information about the resource
is retrieved, including hardware and software configuration
and current load. The InformationFinder also retrieves us-
age policies, allowing it to discard resources where the user
is not authorized to submit jobs.

Unless the information retrieved in the detailed queries
follows the GLUE format, it is converted by the Informa-
tionFinder before being returned to the Submitter. To im-
prove performance, the resource discovery, the information
retrieval, and the conversion to GLUE format are each per-
formed in parallel. A fixed size thread pool is used to con-
trol the degree of parallelism, thus avoiding overloading
the hosting environment. In order to reduce the resource
discovery overhead in situations where the same resources
are repeatedly queried during a short period of time, the
retrieved resource information is stored in a time-limited
cache.

Broker. The Broker strives to select the best resource for
each incoming job request. What makes a resource the “best
resource” depends on the characteristics of the job and the
resources, as well as on the user’s preferences.

The Broker provides three operations. Validation of job
description ensures that the description contains all required
attributes, e.g., the application to run. Resource filtering
guarantees that only resources fulfilling the job’s require-
ments on architecture, disk, memory etc. are considered for
submission. The most complex operation, resource ranking,
ranks the resources according to their suitability for execut-
ing the job and reorders the resource list accordingly. Two
interfaces are defined to facilitate this operation.

The predictor interface is used for the estimation of how
long time a certain task associated with the job would re-
quire if performed by a certain resource. The four tasks
considered for time estimation are: staging input files to the
resource; waiting for resource access, e.g., in a batch queue;
executing the job on the resource; and staging output files.

These four tasks make up the Total Time to Delivery (TTD)
for the Grid job. The algorithms used for TTD estimations
are presented in [9] and reviewed in Section 4.

The selector interface is used for the actual ranking of
the resources. The ranking is done using some, possibly all,
of the predictors. Currently, the Broker contains two selec-
tors. The earliest start selector ranks resources based on the
stage in and wait predictors, in order to achieve an as early
job start as possible. In contrast, the earliest completion
selector tries to minimize the TTD, and hence achieve the
earliest possible job completion.

Resource ranking may include the time-consuming task
of negotiating advance reservations. To improve perfor-
mance, resources are ranked in parallel, using a thread pool
similar to the one in the InformationFinder.

DataManager. The DataManager is responsible for all data
management tasks that relate to job submission. The mod-
ule defines an interface for staging of files to and from Grid
resources. This interface also defines the resolution of phys-
ical location(s) of replicated files, which is useful if the
Grid middleware supports file replication. Another opera-
tion defines the prediction of the duration of file transfers,
which can be implemented if the underlying infrastructure
supports either network reservations or bandwidth perfor-
mance predictions. The DataManager also implements an
operation for determining the sizes of physical files. This
operation is used as a last resort for predicting the duration
of file transfers when none of the more sophisticated mech-
anisms mentioned above are available.

Reserver. The Reserver includes a client API for reserving
CPUs at computational resources in advance. These CPUs
are reserved for a certain duration and with either a fixed
start time or an interval of allowed start times.

The three operations defined in the Reserver API are cre-
ation of a temporary reservation, confirmation of a tem-
porary reservation, and cancellation of a reservation (tem-
porary or confirmed). Temporary reservations are re-
leased shortly after their creation unless they are confirmed.
These operations are implemented using calls to the WS-
Agreement module.

The Reserver also contains a repository of created reser-
vations. After a job is successfully submitted to a resource,
the Submitter examines the repository and confirms the
reservation on the selected resource and cancels any other
reservation created for the job.

WS-Agreement. This module includes implementations of
the AgreementFactory and Agreement porttypes defined by
the WS-Agreement specification. Unlike the other mod-
ules, which are hosted on the machine running the JobSub-
missionService, WS-Agreement is deployed on the Grid re-
source.
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Note that our current implementation does not include
the AgreementState porttype. For our target domain, ad-
vance reservations of CPUs, monitoring the state makes lit-
tle sense. A created reservation will, short of resource fail-
ure, fulfill the guarantees specified in the agreement.

Two interfaces are defined in order to guarantee that the
WS-Agreement implementation is agnostic of the service
domain for which the agreements are created. Both inter-
faces must be implemented when using WS-Agreement for
a specific service, and any service-specific operation has to
be placed within the implementations of these interfaces.

The AgreementDecisionMaker interface determines
whether to grant or deny an agreement offer, returning an
AgreementDecision, which, in addition to the actual deci-
sion, contains any domain specific context associated with
the created agreement. The AgreementDecisionMaker con-
cept first appeared in Cremona [6].

The AgreementResourceHelper constructs domain spe-
cific agreement terms for inclusion in the resource property
document of the WS-Resource representing the agreement.

To the best of our knowledge, there exists no earlier
work using WS-Agreement to model batch queue reserva-
tions. For this reason, a language for describing reservations
against computational resources is defined. Each agreement
offer (reservation request) contains the duration of the reser-
vation and the requested number of CPUs. Furthermore, a
start time window specifying earliest and latest allowed job
start is included. A flag named flexible specifies whether the
start time of the reservation may be moved within the start
time window by the local batch system. If allowing this,
backfilling can be performed more efficiently, resulting in
increased utilization [17].

The AgreementFactoryService passes an incoming
agreement offer to the ReservationDecisionMaker, which
executes a plugin creating the earliest possible reserva-
tion within the start time window specified in the offer.
If no reservation can be created within this window, the
offer is denied. After the ReservationDecisionMaker has
granted the offer, the AgreementFactoryService creates a
WS-Resource and invokes the ReservationResourceHelper
to create resource properties for this WS-Resource. The re-
source properties include an identifier for the reservation,
the exact reservation start time and the parameters in the
agreement offer. Finally, the endpoint reference to the WS-
Resource is returned to the agreement initiator (the Re-
server). Figure 2 shows the interactions between the Re-
server and the WS-Agreement services.

Dispatcher. The Dispatcher is responsible for sending the
job request to the selected resource. While this task may
seem trivial, the job description may first have to be trans-
lated (back) from JSDL to the job description language un-
derstood by the resource. Furthermore, the mechanism used
for sending the job request to the resource depends on the

AgremeentInitiator

Reserver
Reservation-

DecisionMaker
Reservation-

ResourceHelper

AgreementService

Reservation-
specific
components

Domain-
independent
components

Client WS-Agreement module on Grid resource

AgreementDecision

Agreement-
Resource

Agreement-
Resource

Agreement-
Resource

AgreementFactoryService

Figure 2. Interactions between general WS-
Agreement components and the reservation
specific modules.

Grid middleware used on the resource. Possible approaches
include invocation of a Web service, as used by Globus WS-
GRAM, and interaction with a GridFTP server, which is the
mechanism used by NorduGrid ARC. Due to these signifi-
cant differences, the Dispatcher contains no code common
for all middlewares, but rather defines a general interface for
dispatching jobs. This interface includes the job dispatch
operation, which takes three arguments, the GLUE infor-
mation about the selected resource, the job description (in
JSDL format), and optionally, information about an advance
reservation created for the job. The interface also defines the
translation of job descriptions from JSDL to the native job
description language of the used Grid middleware.

Submitter. The Submitter coordinates the job submission
process. When a job request is passed from the JobSubmis-
sionService, the Submitter invokes the Broker to validate
the job description. If the description is valid, the Submit-
ter calls the InformationFinder to retrieve an updated list of
resource information. Once the resource list is updated, the
Broker is invoked twice by the Submitter. First for filtering
out inadequate resources, then for reordering the remain-
ing ones after their suitability for executing the job. This
second step may include requesting advance reservations, a
task handled by the Reserver. Unless the Grid middleware
performs file staging, the Submitter next invokes the Data-
Manager to stage input files. It then calls the Dispatcher to
send the job request to the most suitable resource. If one of
these two operations fails, the Submitter retries with the sec-
ond most suitable resource etc., until the job either is suc-
cessfully submitted or all submission attempts fail, the latter
causing an error message to be returned to the client. After
completing these tasks, the Submitter returns a middleware-
specific job identifier to the JobSubmissionService.

It may seem superfluous to separate the Submitter and
the JobSubmissionService into two layers. We do however
believe that the separation of the job submission process
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handled by the Submitter and the management of stateful
resources performed by the JobSubmissionService is ben-
eficial. This allows the construction of alternative Submit-
ters, e.g., for coallocation or workflow scheduling.

4. Resource Brokering Algorithms

The resource broker selects the resources that gives the
minimum predicted TTD (or part thereof) for the applica-
tion. The algorithms for predicting the TTD depend on the
support provided by the resources and the optional informa-
tion supplied by the user. Below, we review the algorithms
used for predicting the TTD, originally presented in [9], and
describe what optional information a user can provide in or-
der to improve the brokering process.

4.1. A priori estimation of TTD

The TTD for a Grid job includes the times for (1) staging
in the executable and the input files to the resource, (2) wait-
ing in the batch queue, (3) executing the application, and (4)
staging output files to their requested location(s). The Bro-
ker presented in Section 3 makes use of one predictor for
each of these tasks. The two provided selectors make use of
the first two and all four predictors, respectively.

If the DataManager provides support for predicting file
transfer times or for resolving physical file locations and de-
termining file sizes (see Section 3), these features are used
by the predictors of (1) and (4) for estimating file staging
times. If no such support is available, e.g., depending on the
information provided by the Grid middleware used, these
predictors make use of the file transfer times optionally pro-
vided by the user. Notably, the time estimate for stage in is
important not only for predicting the TTD but also for co-
ordinating the start of the execution with the arrival of the
executable and the input files if an advance reservation is
performed.

The most accurate prediction of the batch queue waiting
time (2) is obtained by using advance reservations, which
gives a guaranteed job start time. If the resource does not
support advance reservations or the user chooses to deac-
tivate this feature, less accurate estimates are made from
the information provided by the resource about current load.
This estimation, however, does not take into account the ac-
tual scheduling algorithm used by the batch system.

The prediction of (3) is performed through a benchmark-
based estimation of execution time that takes into account
both the performance of the resources and the characteris-
tics of the application. This estimation requires that the user
provides the following information for one or more bench-
marks with performance characteristics similar to that of
the application: the name of the benchmark, the benchmark

performance for some system, and the application’s (pre-
dicted) execution time on that system. Using this informa-
tion, the application’s execution time is estimated on other
resources assuming that the performance of the application
is proportional to that of the benchmarks. For more infor-
mation, e.g., how information about multiple benchmarks is
used, see [9].

4.2. Optional input for brokering

In addition to the JSDL document describing the job,
a user may include a job preferences document in the job
request sent to the JobSubmissionService. This document
contains both job requirements and additional information
that may improve the resource selection process.

The job requirements are the preferred job objective,
which can be either earliest job completion or earliest job
start. The job start offset enables users to request that the
job starts after a certain time, which can be expressed ei-
ther as an absolute time or a relative offset from now. This
feature can be used e.g., for debugging, demonstrations and
coallocation purposes. Users can also specify a latest al-
lowed job start, ensuring that the job either starts in time or
is not submitted at all. Users with no strong requirements
on the start or completion times of their jobs can specify
that no reservation should be created for the job. Such jobs
receive best-effort job start times, which facilitate improved
resource utilization [17].

The job preferences document is also where a user may
provide the additional information mentioned above, that
allows the broker to improve the resource selection. This
includes the predicted times for file staging and information
used for benchmark-based execution time estimation.

Just as the job preferences document itself is an op-
tional parameter in the job request message, all parts of the
job preferences document are optional. However, by mak-
ing use of this feature, expert users can benefit from their
knowledge of the job characteristics.

An example of a user preference document is shown in
Figure 3. In this document, a user specifies two bench-
marks, nas-lu-c and specFP2000, as characteristic for the
performance of the job. The user specifies the (possibly
predicted) application execution times 60 and 45 minutes
on machines where the results of these benchmarks are 450
and 750, respectively. The file stage out time is estimated to
10 minutes. Notably, file staging predictions are normally
very inexact as the resource which to stage files to and from
actually is unknown. Still, a rough approximation may of-
ten provide additional value in situations where the broker
has no other information about network performance.

In the job requirement part, the user specifies the earliest
allowed job start, and also states that the job may start no
more than 30 minutes later than the earliest allowed start
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time. The job objective is an as early job completion as
possible.

<JobPreferences>
<SchedulingHints>

<Benchmark name="nas-lu-c"
result="450" time="60"/>

<Benchmark name="specFP2000"
result="1750" time="45"/>

<FileTransfers>
<StageOutTime>10</StageOutTime>

</FileTransfers>
</SchedulingHints>
<JobRequirement>

<EarliestAbsoluteStart>
2005-08-11T10:00:00Z

</EarliestAbsoluteStart>
<LatestRelativeStart>

30
</LatestRelativeStart>
<JobObjective>

EarliestJobCompletion
</JobObjective>

</JobRequirement>
</JobPreferences>

Figure 3. Example of a user job preferences
document.

5 Configuration and Middleware Integration

The integration of the general job submission module
with a particular Grid middleware requires some configu-
ration and some customized components. Below we sum-
marize what needs to be done, including the set up of the
Submitter to interact with a specific middleware and how
to configure the WS-Agreement module to support reserva-
tions of computational resources. Finally, we illustrate this
by the steps taken in our integration with the NorduGrid
ARC [14, 8].

The basic operation of the JobSubmissionService is con-
trolled by the configuration of the Submitter. This config-
uration decides which plugin modules are used by the In-
formationFinder for discovering resources, for querying re-
sources, and if needed, for converting the information re-
trieved to the GLUE format. The configuration file also
controls which Dispatcher to use. These settings do, i.e.,
determine which Grid middleware to use when communi-
cating with the Grid resources. As resource discovery can
be rather time-consuming, it is possible to specify a timeout
to use when discovering and querying resources. Further
tuning of the performance of the InformationFinder can be
done by adjusting the maximum number of threads to use in
the thread pool. The configuration file also includes URLs
to one or more default index servers, which are used in the
resource discovery phase unless the user includes URL(s)
to index server(s) in the job request. A configuration file
containing the above described parameters is passed to the

JobSubmissionService upon service startup.
The configuration of the WS-Agreement services deter-

mines which agreement template(s) to store in the Agree-
mentFactoryService. Also included in the configuration
is the DecisionMaker to use when determining whether to
grant an agreement or not. The configuration file may also
include a list of DecisionMaker initialization parameters. In
the reservation scenario, these parameters are used to spec-
ify plugin scripts that invoke the local scheduler when cre-
ating and cancelling reservations. Support for other sched-
ulers than the currently supported Maui scheduler can easily
be implemented by creating new reservation plugin scripts
and reconfiguring the AgreementFactoryService. The con-
figuration file also specifies which ResourceHelper to use.

5.1. Integration with NorduGrid ARC

Here, we illustrate the integration of the brokering and
job submission service with NorduGrid ARC, a middle-
ware based on GT2 with some GT2-components replaced
or modified.

A major difference between ARC and GT2 is the job
management. In ARC, the server-side GT2 GRAM compo-
nents (gatekeeper and job manager) are replaced by custom
components, a GridFTP server and a Grid Manager, respec-
tively [8]. Another difference is that even though ARC uses
the GT2 MDS, this is done with customized schemas. In-
formation advertised by a ARC GRIS describes users, jobs
and resources (clusters and their job queues).

For integrating the job submission module with ARC,
plugins are required for the Dispatcher and the Information-
Finder. Furthermore, a few server-side scripts are required
for managing the advance reservations created by the WS-
Agreement components.

The hierarchal MDS structure used in ARC makes the
resource discovery plugin in the InformationFinder straight-
forward. Starting from the list of GIISes provided on input,
all GIISes are recursively queried for resources, each by a
separate thread, without calling any GIIS more than once.
Then, the resource query plugin requests information about
the cluster and its queues, using LDAP. The result of these
queries is objects providing an ARC-specific description of
the resources, which are converted to the GLUE format by
the converter plugin.

An ARC job submission client procedure includes up-
loading any locally stored input files to the resource (the
Grid Manager handles stage in of non-local input files) be-
fore sending the job description to the GridFTP server of the
resource. The ARC dispatcher plugin converts the JSDL job
description to the GT2-style RSL used by ARC, and then
modifies the job description to ensure that also local input
files are staged by the Grid Manager. If an advance reserva-
tion is created for the job, the identifier of the reservation is
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added to the job description before it is uploaded.
The implementation of WS-Agreement and the local

scripts used by the ReservationDecisionMaker operates in-
dependently of ARC. However, a mechanism is required
to associate the user creating the reservation with the one
submitting the job. This is done by ensuring that the job
submission and the creation of the reservation both are per-
formed using proxies that originate from the same certifi-
cate.

A general infrastructure such as the job submission mod-
ule can normally not capture all the features available in
every single middleware, e.g., ARC. However, for use with
ARC, the only noticeable shortcoming is that in ARC, files
accessible through the Globus Replica Location Service
(RLS) can serve as job input and output, whereas the job
submission module currently only handles locally stored
files and files stored at (Grid)FTP servers. Support for RLS
may however be added in future versions of the job submis-
sion module.

6. Performance evaluation

The job submission module has been evaluated with re-
spect to the service response time, i.e., the time required
to submit a job, and the service throughput, i.e., number of
jobs submitted to resources per minute.

The evaluation has been performed with the client and
job submission module each running on a system equipped
with one 2.8 GHz Intel P4 processor with 1 GB memory,
Debian Linux Sarge and Globus Toolkit version 4.0.0. The
WS-Agreement services were deployed on a system with
a 667 MHz Intel P3 processor, 384 MB memory, Debian
Linux Sarge, Globus Toolkit 4.0.0, Maui 3.2.6 and Torque
1.1.0. The Grid infrastructure used is a subset of NorduGrid
and SweGrid, with in total 12 resources ranging from four
to 388 CPUs (including the six 100 CPU clusters in Swe-
Grid). These resources used the NorduGrid ARC middle-
ware and were indexed by four GIISes, with one serving
as higher level GIIS for the others. The LDAP information
gathered from the resources was valid for 30 seconds, which
hence became the cache expiration time. A timeout of 15
seconds was used for all InformationFinder connections and
a maximum of eight threads were used in all threadpools.

In order to evaluate the service response time, a client
submitted a series of jobs, waiting with the submission of
the next one until the submission of the previous job was
completed. Hence, the time measured includes the broker’s
processing of one single job and all waiting times associated
with the resource selection and job submission of that job.

As negotiation of advance reservations is rather time-
consuming, tests were performed both with and without
reservations. The job response times were grouped into five
classes depending on the time required, as shown in tables

1 and 2. The tables summarize five sets of 200 jobs each,
showing the average, the minimum and the maximum per-
centage of job submissions in each interval for each set.

Table 1. Job run time distribution without
reservations.

<2 s 2-5 s 5-8 s 8-11 s >=11 s
average 9.4% 66.1% 15.4% 3.9% 5.2%
min 7.5% 64% 12% 2% 2.5%
max 12.5% 68.5% 19.5% 7% 8.5%

Table 2. Job run time distribution with reser-
vations.

<7 s 7-10 s 10-13 s 13-16 s >=16 s
average 11.4% 37.4% 33.3% 12.4% 5.5%
min 8.5% 32.5% 30% 6.5% 2.5%
max 16.5% 51% 38% 15.5% 10.5%

For jobs submitted without reservations (Table 1), the
majority of the submissions take 2–5 seconds, and around
75% of them take less than 5 seconds. This corresponds
to jobs where the broker can take advantage of cached re-
source information and no resource has any exceptionally
long response time for job submission. Around 15% of
the jobs take 5–8 seconds, corresponding to jobs where
the cached information has expired and additional resource
queries therefor are performed. The last two categories, i.e.,
jobs that take more than 8 seconds, include jobs for which
additional delays were encountered. These delays were due
to an overloaded Grid infrastructure and resulted in two is-
sues: increased time for resource discovery and, more time-
consuming, slower dispatch of the job to the selected re-
source. The latter operation was particularly slow if many
jobs recently had been submitted to the same resource.

In the results for submissions performed with advance
reservations in Table 2, we basically see the same pattern
but with around 5 seconds longer times. One side effect of
these longer times is that fewer jobs can benefit from the
cached resource information, explaining the smaller num-
ber of submissions falling into categories 1–2.

For the throughput tests, jobs were submitted concur-
rently from many clients, in order to put a high load on the
job submission module. To reduce the overhead associated
with the first invocation of a Web service, each client sub-
mitted a number of jobs. The results show up to 40 success-
fully handled job submissions per minute, even though the
performance varied due to load variations on the Grid in-
frastructure, resulting in the same anomalies as for the first
test. We conclude, however, that for submissions up to at
least 40 jobs per minute by the job submission module, it
is rather the resources than the broker and job submission
service that are the bottleneck.
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7 Conclusions

We have presented the design and implementation of a
general framework for Grid job submission and resource
brokering. The framework is intended to be as middleware
independent as possible, and it is therefore to a large extent
based on (proposed) Grid and Web services standards. We
have demonstrated how the general framework can be inte-
grated in the NorduGrid ARC middleware. In an evaluation
of the framework integrated in an environment with ARC
resources, we conclude that most jobs can be submitted in
less than 5 seconds (less than 13 seconds if using advance
reservations), and that the job submission module is capable
of achieving a throughput of at least 40 submitted jobs per
minute.

The integration requires some effort, in particular when
translating the job description language used in ARC back
and forth to JSDL, and when converting information re-
trieved from ARC resources to GLUE. The time spent de-
veloping the ARC plugins was however only a fraction of
the time required to implement the complete framework, il-
lustrating that implementing plugins for an additional mid-
dleware is a feasible method of constructing a feature-rich
job submission client for that middleware.

The strive for interoperability often boils down to find-
ing the lowest common denominator between the various
systems. In this case, we have been able to adopt the ARC
formats to the various standard formats used in our system
without losing much of the original ARC features.

Future directions in this work include implementing plu-
gins for additional Grid middlewares. Current efforts focus
on support for GT4 and gLite. The future plans also in-
clude extending the framework to support coallocation of
resources. This will mainly require the development of an
alternative submitter module as all the other modules basi-
cally have the functionality required.
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